
Capture Michigan History!
Draw a Lighthouse!

Living in beautiful Michigan has given me endless ideas for my art work.  Michigan is a penin-
sula surrounded by four of the five great lakes.  I have been on the beaches of several oceans,
but to me none were as magnificent and have inspired more art work than the fresh water
shores of Lake Michigan, Lake Superior, Lake Erie and Lake Huron.  My first real love for the
lakes began as I lived and worked on Mackinac Island, located between the upper and lower
peninsulas on Lake Huron.  I used to take my sketch pad and draw the wild flowers, lilacs, and
hollyhocks.  As I continued drawing in my sketchbook on the shores of the island, huge
freighters and ships would past by. They were enormous vessels humming quietly through the
waters of the Straits of Mackinac.  The ships seemed to know exactly where to sail. Then I re-
alized the ships need help to find the way through the great lakes safely.  I began to take no-
tice of the lighthouses on the coastal shores which light the way and mark navigational points
for sailors.  Lighthouses have become an endless fascination for their unique history and in-
dividual beauty.

Did you know that Michigan has over 120 lighthouses and life-saving stations, more than
any other state?  Lighthouses were built on the shores of Michigan has early as 1824 to help
protect ships from the dangers along the waterways. Keeping lighthouses shinning was not an
easy task in the early days.  A man called a “lighthouse keeper” would live in a house connected
to the tall lighthouse structure.  His job was to maintain the lighthouse and to light the lamp at
sun-setting and to keep it shinning until the sun rose in the morning. Lighthouses are similar

in appearance, but just as people, each have a distinctive
look. Some are round, square, stone and metal.  Every
lighthouse is painted and built uniquely. 
Sadly, with the technology of GPS, lighthouses are not

needed anymore. These Michigan structures located on
our coastal shores are fading away.  Some lighthouses
are still maintained because of their cherished historical
value, but others are not being saved. There are many
sites on the web that show pictures and the history of
Michigan’s lighthouses. It is fun to understand about light-
houses because they are an important part of Michigan’s
history.  Take a look.  Choose one to draw or paint. Being
an artist helps you to look and observe carefully the details
and uniqueness of each lighthouse structure.  
Have fun with this project.  Don’t worry if it is not perfect;

just capture the history of a Michigan Lighthouse!
Rebecca Nechuta, owner of KidzArt 
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